
Mentor Guide Overview 

Greetings Mentor!  This is the overview of the mentor lesson series, so we hope you enjoy it!  We 

cannot overemphasize how critical your role is for the CP School experience to have impact.  Your 

investment allows you to share in the fruit of the missionary you are mentoring.  

During this time you are their friend, accountability partner, encourager and prayer supporter, but you 

are not their Team Leader striving for an outcome.  Outcome, and the drive for it, is the job of the 

student as they process and implement what they are learning, as well as the challenges they face 

personally. You point them to resources, but all decisions and implementation is in their court.       

The CP Training Process Includes: 

• The General Church Planting Curriculum 

• Relate (See note below about whether this is required.) 

• Implementation 

• CP Intensive 

• Core Values  

• MPD 

The bulk of this mentor’s guide is about the General Church Planting Curriculum and Relate. The lessons 

are designed to be around 6 hours of work a week for the student, plus another 90 minute debrief with 

you, the mentor.  You can discuss with your mentee how much time they can devote to the CP training 

process, and you can choose the amount you are committing to weekly.   

The point of the guide is to allow you to be able to show up for the meeting with your mentee with a 

plan, without having to have done all the training yourself.   (You are not required to watch the videos, 

but here is a link if you are interested.) 

The whole process could go very quickly for a full-time student or could take longer for a person still 

holding a full-time job.  However, it is not advisable to allow the process to go longer than 4 months or 

so.  The learning happens best when it has some continuity. The students need to make this a priority if 

they are serious about getting to the field soon.  As they go through the process, encourage them to 

begin narrowing their lives to provide space for this emphasis.  

Lessons for the General Church Planting Curriculum 
The mentor lessons have four parts. 

• Videos to watch- these are typically 90-minute videos with a church planting key lesson in them 

• Activities to do- These are activities related to a book that has been read, a video that the 

student watched, or a Relate activity. 

• Books to read- this is the reading assignment for the weeks to come 

• Journaling Opportunities 

https://goportal.sharepoint.com/sites/AMI/intlM2/CPCurriculum/SitePages/General%20CP%20Course.aspx?mobile=0


• Team Building Activities (Team Agreements and Conversations with Team Leaders) 

Two Points of Flexibility in the CP Training 

Below are the other parts of the training that can be done online.  You may be asked to debrief these as 

well.  Please clarify with the Missions Director or CP School Leader whether…. 

• The student may have already completed the Relate materials in the discipleship school or in 

another format.  

• Core Values may be provided in another way by the sending church.  

EXPLANATION OF MAJOR COMPONENTS 

Relate:  The Relate lesson discussion questions are at the end of each of your mentoring sessions in 

the notebook.  

If your mentee has done the Relate curriculum as part of their discipleship school, it is not necessary to 

require them to do it again.  We include this here to make sure that it becomes part of helping our CP 

students develop mature communication patterns.   

In mentoring previous students, we have found discussing the Relate material is an excellent way to find 

areas that need to be refined and may reveal counseling needs. Remember that you are not their 

discipler or counselor.  When areas of concern are revealed, it is your responsibility to encourage them 

to find help (be proactive themselves) or point them to the right person. They need to learn how to get 

what they need, so they can do that on the field.  

Local Implementation:  Some schools may also have an implementation portion of the CP 

training.  If this is the case in your location, find out if you have a role in debriefing and holding them 

accountable to the implementation application each week.  Remember that you are not in control of 

decision making.      

Intensive Follow up:  The students will be asked to complete the Myers Briggs Type Indicator Step 

2 before attending the school, as well as read the book Contagious Disciple Making by David Watson.  

Questions to debrief this book are in the Mentor’s Guide.   

After completing the intensive:  

• Have them share their “top three learnings” from the Intensive. 

• Discuss their plan for recruiting prayer support as they prepare to go to the field and also to 

have prayer support when they get to the field 

Note:  The trainee will not feel confident about the content of the intensive, but this is normal.  They 

will receive further training on the field that is specifically related to their location.  Your church 

campus may have an implementation strategy in the local context to reinforce the training, but 

avoid getting too deep into strategy for their specific field since the field personnel/IFO wants to 

help them with onsite implementation.  



Core Values Lessons 
We have taken the time to video our Antioch Core Values lessons that are a part of our church planting 

training.  This may also be available through your church as staff training and therefore it would not be 

necessary for them to watch and discuss the videos.  

If the person you are mentoring is going through the videos of the Core Values, they are to print off a 

form attached to the video and fill it out before starting the videos. Discuss this form with them before 

they watch the videos and also talk through the questions below after they watch the videos.  A list of 

the Antioch Core Values is available.  

1. Which of Antioch’s Core Values are integrated into your life? 

2. Which of the values are particularly challenging to you?  

3. Which of the values need the most growth and intentionality? 

4. What do you intend to do to grow in the areas you listed above?  Who do you need to ask for 

help to grow in this area?   

Please relay any concerns raised in the discussion to the person in charge of the CP School.  
 

Ministry Partner Development (MPD) Lessons 
 
Ministry Partner Development is essential to getting to the field.  MPD includes both recruiting prayer 
support and financial support.  The videos share the philosophy of MPD, practical ways to make it 
happen, and the attitude of gratitude that a person should have as they approach others to ask them to 
be on their team.  Here are some questions to help the person process what they heard.  
 

1. Have you finished the book “Funding Your Ministry,” by Scott Morton? (Required before 
videos.) 

2. Have your read through the  MPD Manual by Pat Murphy and His Team.        
3. What else do you need to move forward in the MPD process? 
4. Are you planning to work at MPD like it is a full-time job? If not, what will your approach be? 
5. Have you prepared your portfolio…and other MPD materials? What is your plan? 
6. Some people have recruited a MPD coach.  
7. Who have your considered asking to hold you accountable to the process?  
8. Who do you know who has been successful in MPD and who can give you ideas on moving 

forward? 
 

Getting Started on Team  

One of the top reasons missionaries leave the field is due to team problems.  Antioch is 
committed to teams thriving on the field.  As such there are several assignments that teams are 
required to fulfill as a part of their training.  It is important to begin this TEAM process early, so 
that you can address any concerns and establish good communication before you get to the 
field. 
 
Your role as a mentor is to encourage them to move forward in the process, form questions to 
ask their team or team leader, and suggest areas that might need clarity.  When discussing the 
Team Agreements, be sure that you do not bring in your issues or become an advocate for a 

https://goportal.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/AMI/intlM2/CPCurriculum/EQq_aFU56XlOoIKZDHQ8_-QB1xcjrVR-ES5thbGhU9qyfA?e=t1P4cD
https://goportal.sharepoint.com/sites/AMI/intlM2/CPCurriculum/SitePages/Core%20Values%20Training.aspx
https://goportal.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/AMI/intlM2/CPCurriculum/EYK13dyoq5RHn5bxfxe3IIABYa4s2b3FVmA9hTWfllwpxg


team member when you don’t know the why behind a point in the agreement. Remember that 
the student is to lead the charge in clarification.  Don’t get in the middle.   

For team members joining an existing field 

team... 

For team leaders forming new teams or team 

members joining a newly forming team... 

One of the best ways that destructive team 

conflict can be avoided is clear expectations. 

Team Agreement:  

1) Before you start the videos, write your Team 

Leader and request a copy of the Team 

Agreement, if they have one.   

2) Read the document and note any concerns 

that you have.  

3) Give a copy of the Team Agreement to your 

CP School mentor.  You will discuss any 

concerns in one of your mentoring sessions. 

4) When you begin the “Team Members Being 

Added Conversations” below, you will also 

debrief the Agreement with your Team 

Leaders.  

5) If you have a major concern with the Team 

Agreement, send a copy to  

team.training@quikmail.org 

6) On the Last Steps tab on the menu to the left, 

you are asked to say that you have read and 

agreed to the Team Agreement. The Team 

Agreement is not merely suggestions, but a 

true agreement to abide by the what is stated.  

The IFO will have a copy of your team’s 

agreement on file.  

 

Team Members Being Added Conversations: 

1) Print off a copy of “Team Members Being 

Added Conversations.” (TMBA)  

2) Send a copy of the TMBA document to your 

Team Leaders. Then, make a plan with them 

for talking through these conversations 

before departure.  

3)  Especially note the conversations on Team 

Agreement and language study.  

Antioch Conflict Resolution Protocol 

One of the best ways that destructive team 

conflict can be avoided is clear expectations. 

Team Agreement 

1) Because of this, we are asking that all 

NEW teams be required to write a Team 

Agreement before deploying overseas.   

2) This document  explains how a team 

agreement should be written.  

3) Once you have completed writing the 

agreement, please send a copy to 

steve.venable@antiochwaco.com for 

input and approval. 

4) There are three stages to the process: 

• Parts determined by AMI Policy 

• Team Leader has the authority to 

decide by seeking team input 

• Collaborative effort with team 

5) We encourage that this team agreement 

be pulled out yearly and reviewed. 

Pre-Deployment Training 

6) Contact your sending church or the 

Team Training Department to have these 

exercises facilitated with your team 

(Please do this at least 2 months before 

deployment.) 

team.training@quikmail.org 

7) You will complete the remainder of the 

training once you are overseas.  

 

 Antioch Conflict Resolution Protocol 

Being part of a team requires skills in 

conflict resolution.  In lesson 8 you will be 

looking at the RELATE lesson on conflict 

resolution, so we would like you to read 

through the Antioch Conflict Resolution 
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Being part of a team requires skills in conflict 

resolution.  In lesson 8 you will be looking at the 

RELATE lesson on conflict resolution, so by 

week 8 we would like you to read through the 

Antioch Conflict Resolution Protocol and 

discuss any concerns with your mentor.  

Protocol and discuss any concerns with your 

mentor.  
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